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5 Keys of Acquisition Success

● Paywall

● One day sale emails

● Offer strategy

● Social connect lead gen

● HD channel optimizations

Coronavirus Digital Subscribers - First 6 Months

● Onboarding email series

● Mobile app download campaign

● Full-price payment reminder campaign

● Onsite toaster

● Paid social posts

● Stop-save strategies

Agenda



Part 1:

5 Keys of Acquisition Success



Paywall

Focus on increasing the number of users who see the paywall and run constant tests to 

optimize paywall performance

● Changed meter to 1 free article in 90 days

● Implemented an AMP paywall

● Testing hard paywalling newsletter visitors

● Sequential offer testing

● Copy and creative testing



Run One Day Sale Emails once a month

● Audience: Openers of prospect Emails in the past 30 days

● Avg. Unique Open Rate: 36%

Performs 3X better than our other prospect emails

One Day Sale Emails



Offer Strategy

Running Revenue Total

Our goal was to test how deeply discounted intro offers would impact acquisition and retention.

● Offers: $1 for 6 months, $6 for 6 months and $1/week for 52 weeks

● Tests

○ Email: Tested 3 different offers to find the best performer - $1 

for 6 months received 2.2X orders than $1/week for 52 weeks

○ Paywall: Tested the $1 for 6 months offer for one day and it 

generated 9X the orders of an average paywall day



Social Connect Lead Gen

96% of our newsletter leads come from Social 
Connect Modal. Served on meter 1 with 
newsletters targeted by site section.

● 6,500 avg. sign-ups per day in 2020
● 3.49% avg. success rate in 2020
● 47.3% of the leads come from the Facebook 

connect and 52.7% through email sign-up



HD Channel Optimizations

Focus on digital acquisition, while keeping our HD starts flat YOY

● Always optimizing towards CPA
○ Determining the optimum mix of reach and frequency - in one 

channel we were able to decrease spend by 41% while 
increasing orders by 7%

● Constantly testing
○ Offer - FOD’s included, number of offers shown, positioning
○ Frequency of mailing
○ Subscribe Method - phone, mail-in, online
○ Creative
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Part 2:

Coronavirus Digital Subs - First 6 Months



Large increase in digital subscribers starting in early March 2020 due to the Coronavirus news cycle

~30K of these subs will be seeing their first full-price charge in late August - September

Focus is now on retaining those subscribers by keeping them engaged with non-coronavirus news, as we risk 

losing a large number of them over a short period of time when they make their first step to full-price

Coronavirus Subscribers

Digital 2019 _ _ _ _ _ Digital 2020 Plan Digital 2020



All coronavirus subscribers received our regular digital subscriber 

onboarding email series

● 61 day email series

● 12 emails total - 2 of the 12 only sent to certain unengaged new 

subs

● onboarding emails have an average unique open rate of 29%, and 

average unique CTR of 3%

● new digital subscribers are also added to our “Weekly Top Stories” 

email list - an email sent out every Friday morning with our most-

read stories from the past week

○ average unique open rate of 27%, average unique CTR of 4.2%

Digital Onboarding Experience



Digital Onboarding Experience



We have found that digital subscribers who download and use 

the app are more engaged overall - and the sooner the app is 

downloaded after a user subscribes, the better (more time to 

build the habit of reading Globe.com content)

● In an analysis done on app users earlier this year, we found 

that 59% of subscribers who adopted the app read more 

articles in the 30 days post-app adoption compared to the 30 

days pre-app adoption

Engagement campaigns to get coronavirus subs on the app:

● App download reminder email - sent in late April to digital 

subs who had yet to download our app

● Mobile app toaster - top marketing campaign driving app 

downloads. Served on our mobile site, brings readers 

directly to the app store

Mobile App Download Reminders

App adopter

Not an app 
adopter



Regular user experience

● users are provided with a disclaimer in the digital checkout flow before they sign 

up on one of our intro rates, explaining that they will be automatically charged 

full-price after their intro rate ends. They do not receive notification again prior 

to being charged

Email sent to group of digital subscribers, reminding them of upcoming full-price 

charge

● all subscribed on our $1 for 5 month intro rate

● tested 4 different email versions - slight variations in copy and send date

○ 50.6% average unique open rate

○ 19.8% average unique CTR

● will be keeping an eye on these subscribers in an attempt to understand the 

longer term effect this type of communication has on retention

Payment Reminder Email Test



Toaster served on desktop and mobile to all digital subscribers from late May - early June

“Thank you for being a subscriber”, pointing subs to our coronavirus page

Goal of communicating the importance of supporting journalism during this time, and a simple way of 

showing appreciation to our subscribers while they are engaging with the site

Thank You Toaster Onsite



Serve Facebook posts to unengaged digital subscribers. The goal is to reach 

subscribers where they are and increase their engagement, since we know this 

correlates to retention.

Average monthly performance (March - April)

● 8.72% CTR

● $0.09 CPC

Currently testing to determine the best time to serve social posts to subs.

Paid social posts retention test

● Tested 2 social vendors vs a control group which got no social posts

● Served to subscribers on our 6 month intro offer that were 10-60 days before 

their first full-price payment

● One vendor slightly outperformed the control group, but was not statistically 

significant

● Testing serving posts during a subscribers first 60 days next

Paid Social Posts



We achieved an 25% increase in our digital save rate YoY - largely due to contests we have launched in the call 

center, incentivizing agents to save subs who call to cancel. We’ve also tested many different discount offers to 

provide to these subs

Anticipating an increased call volume to the call center due to the number of coronavirus subs stepping to full price in 

the coming weeks/months. Launching & improving the following stop-save strategies in response to this:

IVR stop save

● pre-recorded message to subs calling in to cancel, offering an additional discount to continue their subscription 

on. Instructed to press one button to accept the offer, or another to decline the offer and continue the 

cancellation

Calling pending stops

call digital subscribers with pending stops, offer them a deep discount to continue their subscription

Member center cancellations

● subs will be given the option to cancel their subscription online in the member center, and will be offered a 

discount to continue their subscription in an effort to save them before moving forward with the cancellation

● starting by testing this option to a pre-selected group of subs to see how it performs

Stop-Save Strategies



- Q&A

- Discussion

- Other topics in this 
space?



Thank You

Stay in touch:

• Greatwesternaa.org

• Twitter – @greatwesternaa

• Facebook – Great Western Alliance

• LinkedIn – Great Western Alliance

• director@greatwesternaa.org
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